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Organized Information
Personalized Learning
Better for Students with Special
Needs
Intelligent Tutoring Systems

PROS

100% of teachers included in focus group
knows what AI is.

Do you know what AI is?

Our school is currently conducting a survey
about the possibilities of using artificial
intelligence in teaching

Does the school support AI
tools for teaching?

Pros and cons of technology-driven
education

100%

Participants agreed that AI is used in
many cases, mainly on the use of
software engineering, data science,
robotics and electronics. 

All teachers believe that It can.

Do you know what
technologies contribute to AI?

smartAInnovators
Promoting AI-driven digital Transformation and
innovation in VET Schools for social change and
better Skills match with the labour market.

VET Trainers

Can the ecosystem of AI
empower VET students?

Cost
Unemployment 
Information in wrong hands

CONS

This project has been co-funded with support from the European Commission. This communication
reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein. Project number: 2021-1-PL01-KA220-VET-000033011
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60%

18%

C
HTML
CSS
MySql
Photoshop
MS Office
C# (less often)

The majority of the students know what
AI is, although some answers are
incomplete or intuitive

Do you know what AI is?

Only 18% of students share opinion that the
most desirable skills are related with robotics
and programming skills. Other students were
not sure about this question.

Are you aware of the desirable
skills of the labour market?

What are your
current digital skills?

0%

60% of students marked software
engineering, electronics and
robotics as technologies that
contribute most to artificial
intelligence, 20% marked software
engineering and mechanic, and the
last 20% were not sure.

Do you know what
technologies contribute to AI?

smartAInnovators
Promoting AI-driven digital Transformation and
innovation in VET Schools for social change and
better Skills match with the labour market.

VET Students

Students have not experienced
the use of artificial intelligence
in school

Have you experienced any AI
skills at school so far?
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100%

8%

The students share the
opinion that the ecosystem
of AI can empowe
reveryone’s future, because
it canmake many jobs
easier, as well as make
them safer

Can the ecosystem of AI
empower your future?

The students share the
opinion that they are not
addicted to gaming, and
they believe that they do
not spend so much time in
gaming

Do you feel addicted to
gaming?



 

 


